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Presented by Eric Nelson 
to honor Martin Gardner at G4G8 
THE KIGHT MONARCHS 
(Some Mathematical Magic) 
,.#. 
by Jeremiah Farrell and Eric Nelson 
The eight Monarchs are the four Kings and four QL1eens of an ordinary deck of cards. 
We can perfonn our magic without a deck by using the grid below with the K-Q token (a 
coin can be used instead if one wishes). 
The Effect: The magician's back will be turned while Mark, the subject, places the token 
on one of the suit nodes. Mark is to remember this starting position. Then Mark makes a 
sequence of moves; a move being one of four possibilities: a horizontal move, a vertics 1 
move, or a diagonal move to a new node or a flip of the token on the same node. Mark 
calls out his sequence of moves to the magician and when finished, tells the magician 
either his end node or his start node and the magician, even not knowing whether it was 
the start or the end, immediately names the other tenninal. 
+ 
An Example: Suppose Mark places the K on the heart, and then moves by calling D, V, 
F(flip), D, H, F, H, D. This sequence moves from the KR to the KS. If Mark then says 
"one end of the trip was the King of Hearts", the magician notes quickly the other ··Nas the 
King of Spades! 
-I-~ ___________ ....... ___ .,,, __ . 
The Method: We use algebraic group theory here, especially the Klein four group. See Martin 
Gardner's article "The Monster and Other Sporadic Groups" in The Last Recreations, 1997, 
Springer-Verlag, New York NY for more information on the four-group. 
Adding the identity 0 to the moves H, V, D we obtain the compositions table: 
' 0 H v D "'T' 
0 0 H v D 
H H 0 D v 
v v D 0 H 
D D v H 0 ,I, 
Note that always X + X (move X followed by move X) is 0 and X + Y=Z for three distinct 
moves. Also note that F+ F=O. Memorizing these simple facts allows the magician to be 
able to mentally compute the sequence of moves down to a single entry. In the example 
the magician computes (ignoring the flips for the moment) 
D+V=H+D=V+H=D+H=V+D=H. The flips are recalled separately and ifthere is an 
even number of flips (as in this example) no monarch change is made and ifthere is an 
odd number of flips, a change of monarchs is made. 
With a little practice this process can be easily done. In the example above the magician 
knows the terminals are connected horizontally with no change in monarch, i.e. KH and 
KS. Notice the grid has the suits in alphabetical order so it is not too hard to visualize. 
Mathematicians will recognize our group as an extension to the group that is the direct 
sum of three copies of Z2. See the paper "7 Roads to Roam" by J. Farrell and J. Morre] 
given at G4G7 for another magic trick on the same group. 
One can use an ordinary deck of cards instead of the grid with a bit more work. The eight 
Kings and Queens are placed at random by the subject and he places a coin on one of 
them. The moves that must be called out are the following, all known to contract bridge 
players to differentiate the suits: 
Rank: Majors (Hor S) or Minors (Dor C) 
Color: Black or Red 
Tops: Pointed (D or S) or Rounded (C or H) 
The subject will call out "Monarch" when moving between K & Q of the same suit. 
If the subject and the magician are familiar with R, C, T, and M, the magic can be 
performed as before. 
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